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Results

Survey 165946

Number of records in this query: 14
Total records in survey: 14
Percentage of total: 100.00%
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ001)[Clinical knowledge]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ001)[Clinical knowledge]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ002)[Diagnosis]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ002)[Diagnosis]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ003)[Clinical decision making]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ003)[Clinical decision making]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ004)[Treatment (including practical
procedures)]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ004)[Treatment (including practical
procedures)]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ005)[Prescribing]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 11 78.57%  
Don't know (AO06) 2 14.29%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ005)[Prescribing]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ006)[Medical record keeping]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ006)[Medical record keeping]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ007)[Recognising and working within
limitations]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ007)[Recognising and working within
limitations]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ008)[Keeping knowledge and skills up to date]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ008)[Keeping knowledge and skills up to date]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ009)[Reviewing and reflecting on own
performance]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 1 7.14%  
Very Good (AO05) 12 85.71%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ009)[Reviewing and reflecting on own
performance]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ010)[Teaching (students, trainees, others)]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 1 7.14%  
Very Good (AO05) 12 85.71%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ010)[Teaching (students, trainees, others)]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ011)[Supervising colleagues]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 1 7.14%  
Very Good (AO05) 12 85.71%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ011)[Supervising colleagues]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ012)[Commitment to care and wellbeing of
patients]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Very Good (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ012)[Commitment to care and wellbeing of
patients]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ013)[Communication with patients and
relatives]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 3 21.43%  
Very Good (AO05) 10 71.43%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ013)[Communication with patients and
relatives]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ014)[Working effectively with colleagues]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 1 7.14%  
Good (AO04) 2 14.29%  
Very Good (AO05) 10 71.43%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ014)[Working effectively with colleagues]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q05(SQ015)[Effective time management]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Poor (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Less than satisfactory (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Satisfactory (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Good (AO04) 1 7.14%  
Very Good (AO05) 12 85.71%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q05(SQ015)[Effective time management]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q04(SQ016)[This doctor respects patient
confidentiality]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Strongly disagree (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Neutral (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Agree (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Strongly agree (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q04(SQ016)[This doctor respects patient
confidentiality]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q04(SQ017)[This doctor is honest and trustworthy]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Strongly disagree (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Neutral (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Agree (AO04) 0 0.00%  
Strongly agree (AO05) 13 92.86%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q04(SQ017)[This doctor is honest and trustworthy]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q04(SQ018)[This doctor’s performance is not
impaired by ill health]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.

Answer Count Percentage
Strongly disagree (AO01) 0 0.00%  
Disagree (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Neutral (AO03) 0 0.00%  
Agree (AO04) 3 21.43%  
Strongly agree (AO05) 10 71.43%  
Don't know (AO06) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q04(SQ018)[This doctor’s performance is not
impaired by ill health]

Please decide how far you agree with the following statements by ticking one box in
each line.
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Summary for G01Q06(SQ019)[This doctor is fit to practise medicine]

Answer Count Percentage
Yes (AO01) 13 92.86%  
No (AO02) 0 0.00%  
Don't know (AO03) 0 0.00%  
No answer 1 7.14%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q06(SQ019)[This doctor is fit to practise medicine]
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Summary for G01Q010

Please add any other comments you want to make about this doctor. Please note:
No one will be identified when this information is given back to the doctor.

Answer Count Percentage
Answer 9 64.29%  
No answer 5 35.71%  
Not displayed 0 0.00%  

ID Response
1 Brilliant surgeon. Excellent teacher. Very knowlegable. Caring to

patients.
2 Miss Hazari is an excellent Consultant to work for.  She is thorough,

professional, comes back quickly to any problems, self sufficient and
very respectful.  She works very hard and the patients have a lot of
respect and faith in her.  I have known Miss Hazari since she was a
trainee and even then she stood out from the rest in being pro active,
chasing operating and helping out the hospital when we are short on
the ground.  She is very passionate about the hospital and her job as
a plastic surgeon.  I cannot speak highly enough of her.

4 Anita communicate to staff and colleagues, very direct it affects others
emotion. Trainees  get stressed to work with her some time. if she
modify the way she treat/ speak to others will be helpful.
 

5 Miss Hazari is an excellent surgeon and colleague, She treats all
members of staff as equals and has time for questions. 
Miss Hazari has a unique understanding of her breast reconstruction
patients. She treats the patients as a whole person and is passionate
about the care of her patients.

6 Anita is a great colleague and mentor. She always take time to teach
and has a very patient-centered approach

7 It is a pleasure to work alongside Miss Anita Hazari, she is a great
team player and very supportive to her patients and colleagues.

9 Miss Hazari is a great asset to QVH due to her extensive knowledge,
compassion & work ethic.
When equipment is nit up to standard she doesn't hesitate to contact
myself to get the problem resolved

11 Very hard-working and committed to her patients, the staff and the
hospital. Excellent clinical decision making. Fully supportive to team.
A pleasure to work with. 

15 Anita is a hard working and dedicated member of QVH. She has also
demonstrated a high level of commitment to the success of QVH over
these last few years in her role as a Staff Governor.
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Summary for G01Q010

Please add any other comments you want to make about this doctor. Please note:
No one will be identified when this information is given back to the doctor.
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Summary for G01Q07

The next questions will give us some information about who took part in the survey. 
Your professional role (please tick only one box):

Answer Count Percentage
Doctor not in training grade (SQ001) 4 28.57%  
Doctor in training grade (SQ010) 1 7.14%  
Registered Nurse (SQ004) 4 28.57%  
Allied Healthcare Professional (SQ005) 1 7.14%  
Health Visitor/Midwife (SQ006) 0 0.00%  
Administrator/Receptionist/Secretary (SQ007) 1 7.14%  
Non-clinical Manager (SQ009) 0 0.00%  
Pharmacist (SQ008) 0 0.00%  
Other 3 21.43%  

ID Response
5 associate practitioner 
8 HCA
14 HCA
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Summary for G01Q07

The next questions will give us some information about who took part in the survey. 
Your professional role (please tick only one box):
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Summary for G01Q08

How recently have you been familiar with this doctor’s practice?

Answer Count Percentage
Current colleague (SQ001) 9 64.29%  
Within the last 2 years (SQ002) 0 0.00%  
2 - 5 years ago (SQ003) 2 14.29%  
6 - 10 years ago (SQ004) 0 0.00%  
10+ years ago (SQ005) 3 21.43%  

Summary for G01Q08

How recently have you been familiar with this doctor’s practice?
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Summary for G01Q09

How often do you have contact with the doctor?

Answer Count Percentage
Most days (SQ001) 3 21.43%  
Weekly (SQ002) 10 71.43%  
Monthly (SQ003) 0 0.00%  
Less often (SQ004) 0 0.00%  

Summary for G01Q09

How often do you have contact with the doctor?
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